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ABSTRACT
The asymptotic solution for the transient analysis of a
general nonlinear system in the neighborhood of the stability
boundary is obtained by using the multiple-time-scaling
asymptotic- expansion method. The nonlinearities are assumed
to be of algebraic nature. Terms of order 63 (where E
is the order of amplitude of the unknown) are included in the
solution. The solution indicates that there always exists a
limit-dcycle._- Thel limit dycle- is stable t'unstable) 7and exis-ts- -
above (below)_the stability boundary.if the nonlinear terms
are stabilizing (destabilizing). Extension of the solution to
include fifth order nonlinear terms is also presented. Com-
parisons with harmonic balance and with multiple-time-scaling
solut-ion-of panel flutter-.-equatios--are- alsoiincluded-. .
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Regular Perturbation Methods
This work deals with the stability analysis of nonlinear
systems by a singular perturbation method, the multiple time
scaling method. In order to motivate the use of this method,
it is convenient to consider first the regular perturbation
method--- For -the- sake- of -s imp l4city,-_ this -method-i s _ used-f or
solving a simple -equatioh_--the_Duff-in-equat-ion--
S+X + X3-= o < (1.1)
which-does -not--yield-any- instability, since- it is conservative.
The analysis of this equation-is useful---to understand-the
meaningof certain -terms -(secular termsland-- hence to motivate-
the.-use-of thesingular.-per turbation methods?._ As--wel-l-- known-g-..
Eq.--(-1.1) represents-a -mass-spring-system.(unit mass with non-
linear -spring) Land has--a- periodic- solution -(elliptic functions)- -
It may be noted that Eq.'-(1.1) has an energy-integral-
24
2+ 2 + E X = Cons5+nt (1.2)
2 2 4
which implies that the energy (and hence the-amplitude of vi-
bration) remains bounded.
According to a well known theorem-4Poi1care-theoreml), the
solution <of Eq. (1.1) depends-analytically upon -the parameter
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and hence may be expressed in the form
(){- t) (1.3)
where
(1.4)
The regular perturbation method consists in the use of Eq. (1.3)
for solving Eq. (1.1). Combining Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) yields
o o o
o+Xo +X- + E + z + Kxo 
X, + .. =O
(1.5)
which implies
X0 O (1. 6a)
S -X.+ X o -  -- (1. 6b)_
Xz z+5Xx =0o (1.6c)
The-solution of Eq. --(1. 6a)-is-:
X o 0 e t  -Lt>4= a + (1.7)
where a is a complex member and a is its conjugate. Combining
Eqs. (1.6b) and (1.7), one obtains
(ae"+ 50 ze +e - + e ) =O (1.8)
The -solution of Eq. (1.8) is
X, =be + e s t  i2 --I + C.T. (1.9)
where -CT. represents the Conjugate -Terin of the term -in brackets.
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Hence, the solution is given by
A i *Ex, 0) = 0, tFb) e + Oe
+ E L t e + C.T. -0O(e~) (1.10)
The third term on the right hand side grows in time beyond any
limit. Terms of this type are called secular terms. Clearly,
if the series is truncated to terms of second order, the so-
lution does not have the expected properties since it is not
periodic and does not remain bounded in time.
1.2 Singular Perturbation Methods
In order to circumvent the above mentioned problem, several
methods were introduced. These methods are called singular per-
turbation methods and are based upon the concept of asymptotic
2 3
expansions .We llknownare- the Kry ov -and -Bolubov--method -
4(averaging zmethod-) :-and- the -Cole-_and 7Kevorkian ., method T-two- _
variable expansion). More recent are the multiple scaling
method -(Refs. 5-9) - and th1e Lie- transform-method- (Ref s. -1-14).
These -last-two-methods-areused in -Ref-.-15 to analyze- the- stabi---
lity of nonlinear systems. The multiple time scaling is consi-
dered here.* This method consists of assuming that the solution
be of the.form
X= X(tOi ,j) l... )+Fl ) t 4-
- a XK.ri.o){4){a)) *(1.11)
A comparison of the multiple time scaling with the harmonic
balance method is given in Appendix--A.
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where
n = t (1.12)
are the multiple scales and are treated as independent variables.
The functional dependence of the xn upon the t is obtained byn m
imposing that the solution contains no secular terms. It may
be noted that Eq. (1.12) implies that
7 -n t (1.13)dt- 3 , Ot, o c- tn
Combining Eqs. (1.1), (1.11), and (1.13), one obtains
z2 . -a,[- +E-
o+&X, + Ezxz-* . , + FX o + E5 Xo X + .... =0+ (1 .x, Z + E2 ± 4 -(1.14)
which implies
- x0 = O (l.15a)
2
3
z--i + o -Z + , =0 (1.15b)
0. &
The solution of (1.15a) is
0 = e + e (1.16)
where a and its conjugate a are functions of t ,-t2, -
Combining Eqs. (1.15b) and (1.16)-, one obtains
x > EI Li 3 ct R +e; o C3d ] c.T. (1.17)
\+t
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where C.T. indicates the conjugate term. In order to avoid
secular terms, the condition
2L q t 5 = (1.18)
must be imposed. The solution of Eq. (1.18) is obtained by
setting
Q= a e (1.19)
and separating real and imaginary parts. This yields
?N _ 3 (
-  
(1. 20a).
o-4  Z
D al = 0 (1. 20b)
or
0= We 0e (1.21)
where
Q = laio eL (12.22)
is a function-of- t 2 , t 3  . . . . .. .  If Eq.--l.18)-is sati-sfied7r--
the solution of Eq. (1.17) is given by
Itob -Loe -:k - -- ,(1.23)
X4=be O8 e + c.(.2
Combining Eq. (1.11), (1.16), (1.21) and (1.23)-,-one-obtains
x=( Qe0 ° 34 t  e- - ~) t ) + C.-T. (1.24)
which is equivalent to
t6zt L3t
x= (O t b + . ~.) e .. )e +.T. V) (125
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with
O = 4 + 0E -0 o . (1.26)
The analysis may be continued with the solution of Eq. (1.15).
This yields another term in the expression for 0 and a harmonic
of the type e
1.3 Comments
It may be noted that the Taylor series of Eq. (1.26) yields
x -= oeat+E be t Q3et + L'QQete I +O0W) (1.27)
in agreement -with- Eq - (1.10). -Hence, -"the-appearance-of- the-
secular terms-does-not mean that the series solution does actually
diverge if one considers the whole series,just in the same manner
in which the whole series t - (t3 /3!) + (t 5 /5!)... converges to
sin-(-t-)-. As-it is impossible-to build.-enough-terms-by successive
approx-imations.-to be able;mto- ascer-ta-in=this fact,---the -.appearance-
of secular terms renders the method impracticable," (Ref. 1,
p. 219)-. -- The- -term--te it is due-to- the -facttht thedif f erence--
between-two -sinusoidal- -funct-i-ons=having amplitude-and--f-requency -
slightly different, grows (initially) linear in t. Obviously,
solutions which-contain secular terms are-meaningful only if the
complete series is known. Hence, they have limited interest
from-the practical point-of view.-
It may.be noted that the Duffin Equation has-been considered
only as an example in order to introduce the concepts of secular
terms-and singular perturbation methods.--The results obtained.
above-may be- obtained with-more-- elementary methods, -such-as
Lindstedt's small perturbation method (Ref. 1, p. 224).
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SECTION II
ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEMS
2.1 Van-der Pol Equation
As it will be shown in Section III, a characteristic
behavior of nonlinear systems in the neighborhood of the stabi-
lity boundary is given by the existence of limit cycles. The
simplest equation to yield a limit cycle solution is the Van
der Pol equation.
Consider the-two -forms of the Van-der-Pol-equation 2
d- + X - O (2.1)
and
Equation i (2.2) : can be obtained , by dif feren-tiaiting .Eq.---2. l) -
with -respect..to t and sett-ingi_r
(2.3)
For-simplicity, -the -mu-l-tiple scal=ing-method -is applied to Eq.-
(2.1). Similar results are obtained for Eq. (2.2) (Ref. 5).
Combining Eqs. (1.11), (1.13), and (2.1) yields
+ aL\tT aut .. l
(2.4)
which implies: -
A6o (2.5a)
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The solution of Eq. (2.5a) is given by
=o - (2.6)
where a and a are functions of tl, 2, . . . . . . . . Combining Eqs.
(2.5b) and (2.6), one obtains
x = e - a C.T. (2.7)
The condition for avoiding secular terms is
-2 a-- + C- Q -Oo -
- t- Q-(2.8)
By setting-
o lole (2.9)
and separating real and imaginary parts, one obtains
Diaal i
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 2 -- 1- 1 +I la =o (2.10a)
OF POOR QUALITY
: = C ... (2. 1 0b)
or a= d nd*
i .(2.12)--
where k and (/O are functions of t2 , .....  Hence, the solution
of Eq. (2.1) is given by
(X = e, - e + O(E) (2.13)
x e (2.13)
The function
(2.14)
Setting U= L - one obtains a- a -= I- '_=-u+i
or UL=41+Ket which is equivalent to Eq. (2.12).
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with
54 = sn(K) (2.15a)
S= ' -~ KI (2.15b)
is plotted-in Fig. 1 which -shows-clearly that the solution of-
Eq. (2.13) tends to a limit cycle
o(4) = 2cos (-+cp) - (2.16)
independent of the initial conditions (except for the phase
angle o ).
2.2 .-Generalized Van-der- Po l_Equations
A one-degree-of-freedom system which has many characteristics
of the N-degrees-of-freedom systems (see Section-III -is the
generalized Van der Pol equation.
4 -x -X 3 4-x--xi +4 - 3 x] .- (2.17)
Combiniing--Eqs -{l. 11) -(l. 13) and (2.17) and- separat-ing dif ferent
powers of -L yields
x_---- 
-- O-
C ; (2.18a)_
cL AO Xc) (2.18b)
The solution of Eq. --- (2.18) is given by Eq. -(2.6),- which-when - - -
combined with Eq. (2.18b) yields
-a e:(2.19)
(2.19)
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The condition for the elimination of the secular terms is
+ - L L CL =O(.d 
(2.20)
By using Eq. (2.9) and separating real and imaginary parts, one
obtains
cial + 2/a1 I ~al =o (2.21a)
The-solution of Eq. -(2.-21a) is*
laI -/- _/ (2.22)
1- !: (0 4
with k function of t2 . Substituting into Eq. (2.21b) and in-
tegrating yields
Apree.-K e (2.23).--
wi-th ~ o function --of t 2  ... . Finally, combining-Eqs. (l.11)
and--C.-13) _with fEqs .- 2.6-,- (2.22)-,:-and(-2.23)-, one--obtains.-.
X= I0 2 co (+I4 1 P ] (2.24)
with £, = -L + 63:/P
The behavior of the-solution depends upon the.signs-of- _and__
6
.
Spao5 n r ( ) 
(2.25a)
S1= !j( e) (2.25b)
*See footnote to Eq. (2.12).
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Note that Eq. (2.22) is equivalent to
a (2.26)
with
'7 2 +, e/41 ISpouvIIl (2.27)
The discussion of the solution behavior is divided into
four cases, depending upon the signs of P(3 and ( .
Consider first the case analogous to the Van der Pol
equation,- namely-g <,, 0 andI > 0 (destabilizing linear terms ..
and stabilizing nonlinear terms) -- In this- case, sEq. :-(2.26) -
yields
1 = ' (2.28)
with f (T) iplottedln Fig.-l. -!In this -casei -thersolution tends -- - -
to - a, limit-cycle given, by
X= 2 IQLO xs(oQ - (2.29)
with -
0-, (2.30a)
A)J= ,- 7 (2.30b)
= eb na, ( I o (2.30c)
Next, consider the case with both-(linear and-nonlinear) terms
stabilizing ( f > 0 and S > 0). In this case, Eq. (2.26)
yields
i - e (2.31)
The-function-f 2 (T) (real only for -, < 0-, ' > 0), is plotted in
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Fig. 2, from which it is evident that the solution is uncondi-
tionally stable.
Third, consider the case with both (linear and nonlinear)
terms destabilizing ( f < 0 and e < 0). In this case, Eq.
(2.26) yields
la l 2 .3-2
______ - -
t (2.32)
The function f3 () (real only for K< 0, T L 0) is shown in
Fig. 3, from which-it is apparent-_that-the solution-is uncondi-
tionally unstable, :and -goes -to infini-ty--in -finite time.--
Finally consider the case with stabilizing linear terms
( B. > 0) and destabilizing nonlinear terms ( ' e< 0). In
this case, Eq. (2.26) yields
-lT. -- / e(2. 3).
The- -funct-ion f 4 (T) is-plotted--in-F-ig. -4, -fromwhich-it is apparent_-
that -there exists an unstable -limit :cycl-le--given --by _
x = 2 1 oaS (LiP-.) (2.34)
with
Io..., = - . (2.35a)
CO = 4 +EA (2.35b)
+ (2.35c)
Equations-(2.3 5 ) are analogous.to Eqs. (2.30).- The-subscript - 00
is used to indicate that the unstable limit cycle is reached as
t --- -o.
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SECTION III
N-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
Consider an autonomous N-degrees-of-freedom system of the
type
X-A()x =+) A 3.1)
where A is a matrix, function of a parameter A , and f(x) is
the vector of the nonlinear terms. Assume that the linear
system
X+ A(lx = o (3.2)
is such that all the eigenvalues pi of the matrix,A given by
Det (p + A(x)) o (3.3)
are stable (negative real part) for A < Xo, while for X=X
there exists-a pair of eigenvalues R-,=pi and for - __-_- _z ...
----this pair of eigenvalues becomes unstable (positive real part)
The value Ao defines the stability limit. For A =o , the
solution of Eq. (3.2) is given by
X- Qae + U, e - D.T. (3.4)
where D.T. indicates the Damped Terms (eigenvalues with negative
real part), Ux is the eigenvector relative to the eigenvalue LW,
that is the nontrivial solution of the system,( i.w it A(X3 U =O (3.5)
The stability analysis of nonlinear systems considered here
deals with the study of Eq. (3.1) in the neighborhood of the
value Ao .
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Assume that the matrix A is an analytic function of A
in the neighborhood of o -
A-A o- (xa) A;'x xA'
and the nonlinear terms vector is an analytic function of x
T =Jj = (7 b", x,' x c, xx, x, +
z dGinpjr pX X, rX + Q prst XpXXrX, X,t+ .. (3.7)epr5 pRrt
3.2 Formulation -of Problem-
Assume for -simplicity t-hat-the.-nonlinear .terms -are-:only of
odd order*, namely
b-o% d0(3.8)
In this case, if E is the order of magnitude of x, the
solution is of the type
X- X-, -X- - -. (3.9)
where x ,X3,x5 , . ... are functions of t0,t2 t4 .. .. (for,
the odd-order scales do not appear in the solution ). Hence,
d -i ai0  ez - 4 (3.10)
Furthermore, it is cbnvenient to set
S + (3.11)
where
(3.12)
*If the even-order nonlinear terms are-different-from zero,
the analysis is only formally more complicated, but the results
are essentially the same (Appendix B).
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and A 4 to be determined (see Subsection 4.3). Combining Eq.
(3.1) with Eqs. (3.6) through (3.11), one obtains
a + p4 + E + X, X,3 + eX5
E, +e ....
(3.13)
with
(3.14a)A A-A'A --
and
S4 } I ,p r X, Xl, X,' (3.15a)
pr X X + r XM X; 1r X 3piXi )
* + . _?h (3.15b)-.
+ _-qe.,-c X,,,X, X,xi ,tj-
Equa -tion-(-3.33)} imp ies
x, oX5 =O (3.16a)
'X t- Ax, -_ ax, - Az x  (3.16b)
0- -- A0 5 c X, -A(3.16c)
3.3 Third Order -Solution
The solution of Eqs. (3.16) including third order terms,
-16-
is considered here. The effect of fifth order terms is consi-
dered in Section 4. The solution to Eq. (3.16) is given by
X, ==Q e +LL a e (3.17)
In Eq. (3.17), the damped terms have been disregarded, since,
as shown for instance in Ref. 6, these terms do not have any
effect on the solution as - -o .
By combining Eqs. (3.16b) and (3.17), one obtains
a AoX = "lF,(% t  T ae-
(3) .. (3.18)
a A2Ucre + CT.-
with
Cnp trUp U i~r (3.19a)pr
S Ik Cnp ~ Up u ,+ KLp LA w u+ p(3.19b)
The- conditioi- for_ the e-limihatioh: of the-secular terms-is .that--
the--component of -the -vector -
Z 3 M3 - A u U -+ -a - (3.20a)
6
in the direction of the vector uL is equal to zero. In other
words, the inner product between the vector 23 (1) and the eigen-
T
vector A of the adjoint-operator (A -is the -conjugateof the-
transpose of A), defined- by
(-LI A ) = o (3.20b):
must be equal to zero 6 or
( () - T = O (3.21)44,,Z 7- ) (AA, 3 0
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Assuming for simplicity that the vector uA is normalized by the
condition
(4u, ) U (3.22)
Equation (3.21) is equivalent to the condition
- 40CL + 0c= 0 (3.23a)
with
(u,A)Au) L A u (3.23b)
3 LA T ) 
(3.23c)
Equation--(-3.23a)- is similar :to Eq.-(2.20) _and the solution i-s
given by
a=Il e (3.24)
with
o + .K-Ae - (3. 25al-
----- ' -- -- -"-- 3 2 b
_1_- 16 (3.25b)
wher& CP andk- arefunctionsof- t, t6 ... and-- R'
and YI are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of
and S . Finally, the solution of Eq. (3.18), under the condition
expressed by Eq. (3.23) is given by
where b-is a function of t , t4 .... (see Section 4) and p 3 (3) and
P 3 (1) are the solutions of the systems,
-18-
[L ()~ + 3 (3.27a)
A () ) S 3 4  -TL - Au C L  (3.27b)[ IA0] p1 3 =z , =a
respectively. The vector P 3 (1) contains an arbitrary constant
which can be eliminated by setting, for convenience,
(UAp 3 'i)= A P 3) -O 0 (3.28)
3.4 -Comments
Note thatthe solution of Eq.- (3.16b) is important not as
much for obtaining the solution for x3 (t0 )(see Eq.-3.26)-,-but--
forrobtaining the-functional- dependence of- xiupon-t2 .- Eq. (3.26) ;
contains the function b(t2 .... ) which can be obtained only by
studying -Eq.-(3.16c) _for-the unknown x5 (t0 . - Hence,-consider-
the solution which can-be written_as
Luot .. ) - ( ) (3.29)
wherea -is given-by Eq.- (3.24)- 2 In Eq. -(3.29), the damped
terms=have- been- disregarded. Furthermore,._ still. neglecting
higher order terms, E is related to X by
x = ok+ -Xz (3.30)
with--z= +4 , or
= - (3.31)
n(-x) (3.32)
It should be noted that by definition of L , the linear terms
are stabilizing (which implies- R> 0) for A<X0 (Xz=-l) and
-19-
vice versa for A Xo . Combining Eqs. (3.23a) and (3.14a),
one obtains
= (3.33)
Hence t > 0 for A,= -1, implies that the real part of
(uA', A'u) is negative. Hence, the discussion based on the re-
sults of Section 2, reduces to two cases only, E > 0 and
.. < 0, respectively. In the first case, '6R > 0 (stabilizing
nonlinear terms), the solution is unconditionally stable for
X X, (Fig. 2) while for X >X, there exists a stable limit
cycle:-(EFig - 1-) given=by
XI(4el( ) -  - -
X= e+ e (3.34Y
with C-R given by Eq. (2.30c). This behavior is summarized
in Fig- .5 where.the amplitude of the limit cycle
h L.C. i (3.35)
is plotted :and_-the -different- trends-of the -solution - (for -A > 0
and X ) are indicated.
In the second case,- X4 0 (destabilizing nonlinear terms),
the .solution is unconditionall-y-- stable.- (Fig-. -3) for > o ,
while, for X. . , there exists an unstable -imit cycle (Fig. 4)
given by
h given b ( E. (2.c). This behavior is summarized (3.36)
with . given by Eq. (2.35c). This behavior is summarized in
-20-
Fig. 6 where the amplitude of the limit cycle
hLC (3.37)
is plotted and the different trends of the solution (for A>\o
and X~Ko ) are indicated.
3.5 Application to Aeroelasticity
The system-of equations for panel flutter is of the type
7
Y 4G' Ki EY- = g (3.38)
with----
G (3.39a)
Equation (3.38 ) is equivalent to the--system -
(3.40a)
Gz-K , E,=cJ -- (3.40b)
which-.is .of- the type-of Eq (3. )
(3.41a)
(3.41b)
and finally
A -= A  11 - - X + - -. (3.42)
K+E,: G + G
-21-
with
A o G(3.43a)
CIa () I(3.43b)
where Go= G- , G I and Ko= K +-Xo Eo
Furthermore, the eigenvector U is given by
= (3.44)
where V and W can be obtained from
SV----W =-O- (3.45a)1:
L V + CW + KoV) o (3.45b)
This implies -that V is- the 'eigenvector-of the-original-system
[-wI ± K0 1v=1 -o (3.4 )
while W is- given--by Eq.-(3.45a--and --hence-
u - (3.47)
Similarly-, the eigenvector uA is given by
W' l +I ± o (3.48)
Setting
rT L_ tJL (3.49)
one obtains
ST T
w3 W -+-v KO= o (3.50a)-
^* T ^ T - T
ib)V -w-VV +w Go (3.50b)
-22-
. T
or, eliminating W
T[--I ±I +Li)G+Ko = o (3.51)
In other words, the vector v is the left-eigenvector of the
-T
original systems and the vector UA is given by
' TT vj (3.52)
A i
Finally, by using the first expression for UA T  Eq. (3.22) is
equivalent-to
u,-U LF -YoI+Gi 1 jT U- +.
= (2I2 C1 +G)V = 4 (3.53)
while Eqs. (3.23) are equivalent to
- ,Lu " TI -" ",'-o o, I[_'{_'B= ._ , v _
(3.54a-)
T ) I ^ ri
-U - = LA --V = v- -  (3.54b)--
with
i h= z ith hre sUUr . P R Urf . U ) (3.55)
in agreement with the results of Refs. 6 and 7.
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SECTION IV
FIFTH ORDER TERMS
4.1 Introduction
In this -section, -the effet-of -the- fifth -order-non
l-i near--
terms is analyzed. Combining Eqs. (3.16c), (3.17), and (3.25)
yields
axA , FL (t) &31 to
, _ _ +(p,(_+ ub)e, 0SAUe p eA, ue
(4.1)
Furthermore, according to Eq. (3.15b),
pt r Ze nptJ .py,-Xsr )(4,qt
p)r~st (4.2)
= C X,, X 4,% X, + epc~st 4x,, x, X4,.x,
where
hp% -npor- npr nrp4--
(4.3)
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By combining Eqs. (4.2), (3.17), and (3.26), one obtains
F o Co u e -JeLt Up u + o.Up u, + Up U
2 - -- -4 t - . . ( t,
+ , U P u e-L lp e (b u+' ps,)e -- t.
+ e p, a u , p U , UUt)el st.
U -UsU L +Up U Ur U +,U+ PUIUr Us Ut ..
+ Up UU, U Udt eL3w; oD' up -% Ur U :,ut Up UUr Us Ut
(4.4)
notd ta E. 3.a e rwri) -a(uu -u,UX
bur + _7 nerst cK l(4u 5 su
pys (4.5)
r u, Uus . . .. +- u, U*uI J auup
Similar expression-s-hold forf and f It may be -
noted that Eq. (3.27a) may be rewritten as
(5) 3A (3)
P =a p3
(4 .6)
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with P$ (3) independent of a, while combining Eqs. (3.27b) and
(3.23a), one may write
W + (o) (4.7)P3  0 p + da p,
with p and p3 l independent of a. In summary, it is possible
to rewrite Eq. (4.5) as
'"5(4) (- (A)"4('4) (4.8)
4 3 5- + 35
where. f3 (I ) is given-by Eq. .(3.19b) .or, according to Eq. (4.3)
PC1 r vpcir u uu, u, u u, u
(4.9)
On the 'other2hand-- the explicit- expr-essions -for- -£; and f
(independent of a) can --be obta-ined-by c ombining' Eqsi-- (4.5)-, -
(4.6) ,-and-(-4.7) . Fina-lly,_-combining Eqs. (4.1) and (4.9) and
noting- that-according -to Eqs-- 4-3.23_) *and-- (4.7), it is possible-_
to write
A\ (4) - (4) - z (4)
p p z + (4.10)
A (1) ( (1)(with p 3  ' P 3  , and-P 3  independent-of a),--one--obtains
(a -e L3tokc _,_ Z(4) _ -i i+ + 5 +(2 e +4C.T.
C 0 (4.11)
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where
(I)4 =-+A tAub -4, Daab+ M 4
(.4) +A ) 4) )CL
+ 3 d + 2p3 T5 --
(4.12)
Similar_-expressions hold _ for 5 Z and Z .
The --non-secular--t-erms condition is
( ())4 T (4) (4.13)
or, according-to Eqs-_(3.22) , (3.23a) - and -(3.23b)-,v
S. 2 (4.14)
where -- --
-4 + p + A 5-- (4.15a)
sIj T V/ ) (4.15b)
= - 5 (4-.15c)
The--solution -of Eq. (4.14) is discussed-in Subsection4:.2.__.
Finally, if Eq. (4.14) is satisfied, the solution of Eq. (4.11)
is given by
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X5 p5'e 4-p.0 e +(P5 +C Ue + C.T. (4.16)
where pK) is the solution of the algebraic system
I c 3I+ A01 P-  (4.17)
4.2 The Function b(t.)
Consider Eq. (4.14) using Eq. (2.9)
(a =- l-e .(4.18).
setting--
b= 'e4 .19)
and dividing by e i g , yields
a b ' d *S +3 al i-b--2lal--
(4.20)
The- imaginary-part of_ Eq .----(3.23) Lyields-.( see- also..Eq. - 2.2 b -
O = -1 - (4.21)
Combining this equation with Eq.--(4.20) yields--
+(b' + 1c\'% + 1 b" tb')
- 4 4 (4.22)-
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Next, by separating real and imaginary parts, one obtains
- lal + la 13  + lals - Olal
e 4- (4.23a)
= 1~-1I 6 ' c lao:lql o li-ala _ (4.23b_-
6+4
Finally, by setting
b = B olal (4.24a)-
(4.24b)
b = B, 101
and using the real-part of Eq.-(3.23) (see-also Eq. 2.21a)
DR I O (4.-25)
and- its -derivative 
_with-respect- to_ t2
a l _ _Cal o (4.26)
one obtains
a - ,la 1\ 6 \ bloal/g 4
a C alel: - (4.27a)-
'+26 a = t*S a + -in+ 12- - ~. (4.27b)
It may be noted that,- according to Eq. (3.25a),
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a -R/6 (4.28)
+Ke 
- +Koe
with
o- K S 16~ (4.29) -
' 2 (4.30)
which yields
@al 1- j 3 K (4.31)
and
e4-t - 2 --- (4.-32)-
Combining Eqs.. (4.27a), (4.28), (4.31)_, and (4.32) yields
2p Kd- r F e + e -T
(4.33)
and hence by integrat-ing -,one-obtains* -..
@-- + ( e -
r __ 2 P 1 17_ P e .-
23R C2K) ) e
1_-_- P-1 I2 K2O D
-(4.34)
Note that-
C +K -_C 2
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where BR (0) is a function of t2 .....
The condition for non-secular terms* is
2K)Pi O- (4.35)
Combining Eqs. (4.34), (4.35), (4.30), (4.25), and (4.24a) yields
b 2L
+L + B' 0,
. I 1 * 3 QI±(B 1_' l+ IQI- V)lc
(4.36)
where as mentioned above, BR(0) is a function-of t2 .... , while
S(1)- 2 B 6p) (4.37a)-
~(2 3 , (4.37b)-
IBo_ _1 0,, (4.37c)
Simi-larly, by imposing -the condi~t-ion--(Appendix -C, Eqs; C-. 13. -and--:__.
C.14)
The secular -terms must -be considered-for :-- in-the case-of -
stable-limit cycle, and fort-,-ooin the- case- of unstable=l-imit_..
cycle.
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(4.38)
one obtains (Appendix C, Eq. C.18)
K' o lIa0ib I +- cl a Bl 1 il I 1 1 -l- (4.39)
where B ( 0 ) is a function of t 2 .... , while (Appendix C, Eq. C.17)
I ) (4.40a)2 +_-- &i- -BR
Z) (4.40b)
(s--- 1- E3) (4.40c)
Finally, combining Eqs. _(4.19), (4.36-), and_.(4.39) yields
b = ~  + B' ) (4.41)
with -
B K) (K). (4. 4 Z)u
4.3 The-Function a(t2, t 4 .... )
The solution of Eq. (4.35) is
S4% (4.43)
with
R .(4.44)
while the solution of Eq. (4.35) -is
¢=X 4 +( 
(4.45)
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Combining Eqs. (4.43), (4.45), (3.24), and (4.28) yields
2= iOl e (  (4.46)
with
S + Ke (4.47a)
(P-a +~ y4f +(4.47bh)
Fina1ly,_it is possible-=to determine-the-arbitrary -constant-
4 introduced-in Eq. --(-3.11-)_. .Note that=-= 4 kappears-only-in
A which-is given by Eq. (3.14b),
A4-X A'+A= X- A2tA (4.48)
and that A 4 appears only in . given-by Eq._ (4.15a)-,..
UA 2 U-E P3  8A P3
- a (4.49)
wher--:o -is the :value for - at 04  and_-r-t is given-by Eq.-
(3.23a). Hence, Eq. (4.44) may be rewritten as
=-2 k (4.50)
andhence the exponent in Eq.-(4.47a) is
(28 A4 E2 E (4.51)
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If Go has the opposite sign as P R ( which is positive for Z 0
and negative for WR > 0) then the limit cycle switches from un-
stable to stable (or vice versa) for
z2 P (4.52)-
This value of E must correspond to the knee of the curve
LI as a function of X , and hence must satisfy the condition
OX Z +2X F_ (4.53)
Combining:.-Eqs- (4.52 )- and-- (4.53) -_yield-s-
, = (4.54)
2 OP
Applications-of these-results to the panel-flutter problem are
given-in Ref.- 8, where-the -equa-t-ion-
±I[x ,( ) . i x1 t O= .Xo(4.5.5)
(with -X <-0, p->: 0-, 3- - 0) is also considered. --Thi-s.equa-
tion yields-two limit cycles--(one stable and-one unstable)
given-by -(exact solution!)-
X = X Cos (- + (k 1, 2) (4.56) ----
where.-- X are- the -two positive--roots of
X 4 +± p X1 + =0 - (4.57)..
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON WITH HARMONIC BALANCE METHOD
A.1- Introduction
In this Appendix, the multiple time scaling method is
compared to the harmonic balance method. For simplicity, the
analysis is limited to nonlinear terms of third order (see Eqs.
3.1, 3.7, and 3.8).
First-,--the system
N
pr4 n - npqjr _ p I (A. 1-'-)
where--E,- is the order-of magnitude--of , --,- is analyzed-by the-=-.-
harmonic balance method. The resulting system of algebraic
equa-tions -is then solved- by an algebra-icperturbation method----..
Finally,-1it is shown tha-t-the -esults-coincide with the ones-
obtained--by using -themultiple --time scaling method.
Consider :Eq. - (A. i)-. - According-to -the .Harmonic Balance_
Method-(which is equivalent-to the -Galerkinmethod)-, the solution=---
of Eq.-(A.l) can be obtained by setting
SEp( -p p,.t- Lp]. - -p . (A.2)
Xn x, X-e t, -ne
[P]
(where X, is a complex number and-. Xn is its complex
conjugate) and-by "balancing" the first--P harmonics..of the -re- _--
suiting expression:r, i.e., by setting the coefficients of
equal--to zero for p = 1,2 . .. P. For:P = 1, and setting Xn = Xn
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one obtains
£Iw)(A +A. XP =iCPr(X X$X X X Xr
(A.3)
+ XP XqX) +O(Pt)
and the complex conjugate equation. This system of algebraic
equations can be solved by a standard numerical technique such
as the Newton-Raphson method, for instance, (Refs. 7 and 14).
Here, Eq.(A.3) is solved by an algebraic perturbation method.
A.2 Algebraic Perturbation Method
Since x n is of order -E, set -
An, = Xn,4 + X,' + OC( E) (A.4-) --
By combining Eqs..- (A.3)_-and-(A.4) and neglectinghigher_order -
terms --one- obtarin s
p-I
The-solu-tion. of- Eq.-(A.5) is discussed in Section..III_(see-Eq..
3.5) which shows that-a solution- exists for-- Xo- and-_e-- (4,
and is given by
Xn4 = C1 t, (A. 6)
where {tn i the-eigenvector of the matrix In(p (V , relative
to the eigenvalue ;'o Next set
&3 = (A)- (), + OF -4)  (A.7)
A A z +0(E4)- (A.8)
with X =44 (see Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12).
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By using Eq. (A.8), one obtains (see Eqs. 3.6 and 3.14a),
= W (0) + (A z)
P " (A.9)
with
A n - A. (Xo)A -. (A .-O )--A (1)
Combining Eqs. (A.3), (A.4), (A.7-)-, -and (A.9) and_-separa-ting
terms of. the same order-of magnitude yields_
o0 X- +( ) P o (A. 11a)L fi o n, f.L +p XP. O
-up-- .p( -Z0, (A.11-b1L
with ..
Z L - -i AX -  -) xp,4
+ ', Xp., x Xr ,, t Xpl Xr~ , t ~ap"< ,,, )
(A.12)
The solution-of Eq. (A.lla) is given.by Eq. (A.6). Combining
Eqs. (A.6) and (A.12) -yields
+t p '-a Y c,-(L, u, u,- u u, -UpU (A.13)
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Equation (A.llb) has a determinant equal to zero. Hence, the
solution exists only if zh is orthogonal to the left eigen-
vector IVJ = QI (see Eq. 3.20b) of the matrix DArp r
=- i, u, -UZiprA Up,
+ Cnprr UpUSU, Up(AiU Up UI) 
(A.14)
or
-2- r+_ 66 0 -- (A.15) -
with
y = _ _ ,_ ,- upu
(A. 16)
'6 51 p Uc U up Lk~ Un (Uc Ur)pr- ._- --- - (A. 17) _
in agreement with Eqs.--(-3.22), (3.23a-)==a-nd-(3.23b).- Separating
the real and imaginary parts, Eq. (A.15) -yields
a - &,3O (A.18)
6)z + A a a'=  (A.19)
Equation (A.18) yields
(A.20)
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( X~, Eq. (3.12) must be chosen so that a is real) while Eq.
(A.19) yields
( 4 j 31 - c.(A. 21)
in agreement with Eqs. (2.30a) and (3.25b), respectively.
In conclusion, the harmonic balance method (combined with
an algebraic perturbation technique) yields the same resultsas
the multiple time scaling. It may be noted that the results
are more -easilyiderived with..the=harmonic balanee method- than
with- the multiple --time- sealing kmethod-- However, _ theharmon-ici--
balance method is limited -to steady state=-limit-cycle) solutions,
while the multiple time scaling method yields (with no additional
computational-effort --also--the envelope-of the transient res-
ponse and, in particular, the stability (or instability) or the
limit-cycle.-
Final-ly it may be worth noting a_computationaI advantage
that- the"algebraic-perturbation - harmon-ic-balance method (as
well-ias the multiple time scaling method)- has-with respect--to
the Newton-Raphson harmonic-balance method. Solving the-linear
system,-Eq. - (A.5), requires -less time -than -solving the nonlinear
system,- Eq. (A. 3). Moreover.,.the nonlinear- system must be
solved-for different values of A , while the linear system must
be solved only once: the additional time to obtain the coeffi-
cients-3 and ~ is negligible. Hence,-the total time required
by the7Newton-Raphson--harmonic balance--method is N-times larger
:than-the one required by the algebraic-perturbation harmonic-
balance method (and multiple time scaling method) where N is
-41-
the number of points used to describe the curve which gives the
amplitude of the limit cycle versus X . Note that the higher
accuracy obtained by solving exactly Eq. (A.3) (Newton-Raphson
harmonic balance) is only apparent since the difference between
the two results is of the same order of magnitude,-  , as the
error in the original equation, Eq. (A.1).
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APPENDIX B
SECOND ORDER NONLINEARITIES
B.1 Introduction
In the-main body of -this repor-t-Eq.-_ 3.1) is analyzed
under the assumption that the even order terms are equalto
zero, Eq. (3.8). The solution of Eq. (3.16) including third
order terms is considered in this Appendix without the assump-
tions b,p = O and dCp rs = O . The solution is
assumed to be given by
X X _
(B. 1);
wher-e-x , x 2 ,.... are functionsof- t6 t,lt 2 . Hence---
d + -+ - . .
(B.2)
Combinig. Eqs. 3. 1, 1 (3. -, 3. (B. ), iand - B . 2), one ::.
obtains--
-(A 4A± Z ftX;1 (B.3)
with A2 and A 4 given-be Eq. (3.14), ;andy
S{22 j (B. 4a)-
+ Z Conp _XX,+ X2 K_:X.X
Pfr
Separating terms -of the-same order-of magnitude.-yields- -
x A~, x = o (B.5a)
at
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ax + x = 2- -A2x (B.5c)j-. AxC . 5b
B.2 Second Order Solution
The solution of Eq._.(B.5a) is given by Eq. (3.17),
X, = UQe + C.T. (B.6)
where a is now a function of tlt 2 , ... BY combining Eqs.
(B.5b) and (B.6), one obtains
X + A x 2 ) e-ai+a&I aa U e + C.o)
it)- 0 6_6(B.-7) -
where-
( 2)
E -F20 uu + Upuol (B.8b)
The condition to avoid secular terms is
=a 0 (B. 9(? o
and -then -t-he -solution for _x- is given :by*
(ZrL)2-- A (0)-
X2 Q P2e- + ap C C- (B. -0)
where -
2--- 01 2 "-
(B.lla)
(0 o) (0)
P2 0 "-(B. -Ib) L-
It may-be- noted -that-the econd- ofder -nnlinearterms- do
not -yield-any .secular- terms.- For this reason-.-the -expression
*Note-that, as it. will ;be Clear. from the -third iorder -analysis---
the term-of the type e- -_ (solution of homogeneous -equation)_-.
can be safely disregarded;--
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used for X , Eq. (3.11), does not contain terms of order ,
since the perturbation of - must be of the same order of
magnitude as the nonlinear terms which yield secular terms.
B.3 Third Order Solution
Combining Eqs (B.4b), (B.6), and (B.10),one obtains
(pb,, _+ b-,) X4,p, x2. + Chpr X,4p X4q x ,r }
--) + u{2s= )c( e --- -o )e o C. 2.L
wheree re
(B. 3a)
2, --: )_i o
0 u,, e
- + r Z C T.
(Bil3a)
S r ( r 'p b-- ni ~ +z i- 2--)  P
S. (B. 13bPy
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Finally, combining Eqs. (B.5c), (B.6), (B.9), (B.10), and
(B.12) one obtains
() (I)
which is formally identical to Eq. (3.18). [The definitions
of f and f3 ,however, are now given by Eq. (B.12) instead3 3
of Eq. (3.19)]. Hence, the solution of Eq. (B.13) is given in
Sect-ion 3-. The -conclusions-.ar.e the one st given 4in Sect-ion 3-4.--
The-s-solution is given -by
_EC/ icoo, -. -~i~oc '-')(B.14)-
.- Q---- UQ-L
where a is given in Eq. (3.24). Note that the only effect
of the second_order--nonl-inear terms on Eq. _(B. 14) - is the order
of magnitude d.f the errror-"-and: the idi-fferehnt defihi-tion of' :;f
f3 I q.~B. 12) instea- of Eq. -- 3.19) ] which .is: usedLin the - -
definition of - 'Eq.--(3.23c) -
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APPENDIX C
THE FUNCTION b (t)
C.1. Introduction
In Section 4, Eq.-(4.23.b)
S(C.1)
was derived. By setting_ (see Eqs. (4.24.b))
I (C. 2 _i
and -_using-Eq.- (4. 25:)- -6ne-~ obtains--Eq. _(4. 27b_ -
d (r c.3)
On the -other hand according -to Eq{4.36) -ad 4.:2 6)_
-- - R3z
_a t)
while, -according to Eqs .-(21..9) -and (3.2 4). (see -also 1Eq. 2 ..23))-7 ;
Sf O + QU Ac.s-
F POOR QUAL-
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and thus
Since (deriving 91 from Eq. (4.32), e from Eq. (4.31)and 2k
from Eq. (4.35))
9 n 1 __ I(pIa = -_L , I'e/ 2
jai 22,. )z 1k - V
_2_ _ c (c. 7)
Fina-ly_-.combining :Eqs .(Q. 3 - O. 4 Carid_-MC6_)one _obtains -
1 + 4" II 
+ 2W R - S _InI
This~is the-desired differential for B (t 2 ) - - -Thisi-
equation is analyzed- in this Appendix, 
+
oRIGNA pAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
-48-
C.2. The functions L (t)2 and b (t2)
Equation (C.8) may be rewritten as
2 - (c. 9)
where
_ 64
C .
*V - _____ a .c.1o
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Integrating Eq. (C.9) one obtains*
+ 2. tz 
c(- l t, - Jo_-I)
In order to avoid secular terms, 
set
(c..12)7
or (5ee E q-(C10))
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
a, , - OF pOOR QUALITY
2 
(C . 1 3 ) (C2 4 
. . .
Not3 that+ 4 + (a t 3) .. 41
I o d l a 1a v21 vla tr s set
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with
~2-
a1e. 2,b R R (C. 14)
Equation (C.13) yields
9 - b4 (C . 15). 5
and c6mbined with Eq . C. ll), -yields,:j -
1 2(C. 16)
with-: see Eqs ,0.1 0) .aid (4~~3 7) 7
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
( OF rOR QUALITY
71 Ag - ( zj
4- BR')
=_D-g
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2 P
Finaiily-;coning. -Eqs. .(C-. -2) -and .(C.16yieds
B (0) +a t() "3 (.a I/j2 j c.8
